
  



Captain Stephanie / Captain Steve 

 

Attributes 

Agility  d10 

Strength  d12 

Alertness d4 

Intelligence d6 

Charisma d8 

Willpower d6 

Vitality  d8 

 

Initiative:  d10 + d4 

Life points: 14 

 

 

Skills 

Athletics    d6 

  Acrobatics  d10 

  Dodge   d8 

Covert     d4 

Discipline   d6 

  Stubborn  d8 

Guns    d6 

  Grapple gun  d8  

Influence    d4  

Knowledge   d6 

  History    d8  

Melee    d6 

  Cutlass   d10 

Perception   d4 

Unarmed combat  d4 

Watercraft   d6 

   

Wounds 

Stun 



Captain Stephanie / Captain Steve 

Captain Stephanie, pirate of the 31st century is a temporal anomaly out of sync with the flow of the universe. In her home time she 

was renowned as a legendary pirate of the Pan European Ocean, though the constant supernatural horrors she encountered in that 

time has left her terrified of even small bodies of water. Promised the opportunity to plunder the treasure of the past she enrolled in a 

Brotherhood experiment to travel to the past and prevent the awakening of the Cthulhu like entity that had left the future a desolate 

wasteland. While the mission was successful its effect on the timeline has broken the anchor holding Stephanie to any single given 

period and as a result she regularly finds herself dragged, seemingly at random, through the time stream.

Assets 

Walking armoury – You have an inexplicable ability to find 

a cutlass whenever you need one, simply describe how 

you happen to find it this time. Spend a reroll to extend this 

to other weapons (GM discretion applies).  

Temporal paradox (starts at d12) – You have an unusual 

relationship with time and causality. Should you die a new 

you appears by the start of the next scene. When this 

occurs roll your paradox die. If you rolled a 3 or less this is 

the final you. Then reduce the size of your die, unless it is 

already a d4 (d12 → d10 → d8 → d6 → d4). 

 

Complications 

Phobia (water) – The oceans of your original century are 

full of untold monsters and demons, exposure to which 

have left you terrified of water (anything more than about 

1L will do). 

So damn macho – You are arrogant and over confident to 

the point that it gets you into a significant amount of 

trouble. This is especially true in any circumstance where 

you get to show off. 

Forked tongue – You’re a pirate, lying is second nature to 

you and first nature if there is loot about. 

  



Captain Stephanie / Captain Steve 

Equipment 

Unlimited cutlasses (see asset) 

Laser pistol (d8W, includes micro grappling hook which 
can carry weight of 2 people)  

Clarence the dead parrot (stasis locked to prevent decay) 

Light body armour, soaks 1 wound from each attack 

Treasure map (dated 2117) 

Blank treasure maps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Space for Notes 


